A new formulation of Carter's constant for geodesic motion in Kerr black holes is given. It is shown that Carter's constant corresponds to the total angular momentum plus a precisely defined part which is quadratic in the linear momenta. The characterization is exact in the weak field limit obtained by letting the gravitational constant go to zero. It is suggested that the new form can be useful in current studies of the dynamics of extreme mass ratio inspiral (EMRI) systems emitting gravitational radiation.
INTRODUCTION
The Kerr solution together with its charged counterpart represents one of the most important advances in general relativity since its original formulation by Einstein almost a century ago. As a stationary axisymmetric geometry it admits one timelike and one spacelike Killing vector field. The geodesic motion therefore has two constants of the motion which are linear in the momenta corresponding to conservation of energy and conservation of the azimuthal angular momentum. As always, there is also the quadratic constant of the motion corresponding to conservation of mass.
Carter found an additional nontrivial quadratic constant of the motion [1] . Ever since its discovery almost four decades ago, there has been an ongoing discussion about the physical interpretation of Carter's constant, see e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5] . The constant is important when calculating the spectrum of gravitational waves emanating from the dynamics of extreme mass ratio inspiral (EMRI) type systems in particular (see [6] for a review). The consensus in the existing literature has been that Carter's constant represents a generalization of the total squared angular momentum. Indeed, in the limit of zero rotation a → 0 it does reduce to the total angular momentum (minus the conserved azimuthal part). However, there has also a been a consensus that it is not exactly the total angular momentum, but that it corresponds to the total angular momentum plus an additional part. In this note, we give a precise and unambiguous characterization of Carter's constant. In addition to the zero angular momentum limit, a → 0, there is also another limit which is physically relevant. This is the weak field limit G → 0 in which Newton's gravitational constant tends to zero. For example, the azimuthal angular momentum L z is the same in both these limits. However, it turns out that Carter's constant does not reduce to a pure angular momentum in the weak field limit. Instead, there are additional terms quadratic in the linear momenta which are proportional to the square of a, the angular momentum parameter in the Kerr geometry. Below, we give a more detailed description and interpretation of this result.
The limit G → 0 is mathematically equivalent to the limit M → 0 corresponding to the source mass tending to zero since G only occurs in the the combination GM in the Kerr solution. From the physical point of view however, the limit M → 0 (while keeping a fixed) can only be taken, strictly speaking, for overextreme systems (M < a), which hence do not include black holes. However, it is reasonable to expect that the physical interpretation of Carter's constant should in principle be the same for both underextreme and overextreme systems. Mathematically, the limit M → 0 is well defined for any Kerr solution. Besides, overextreme astrophysical systems are interesting in themselves as they are presumably not uncommon. Notably, they include the solar system for which a/M ≈ 40 [7] where a = J/M and J is the total angular momentum. It also worth noting that for charged black holes, the limits G → 0 and M → 0 are not equivalent.
THE IDEA
In order to formulate our basic idea, it is useful to express the Kerr metric in terms of a suitable Minkowski frame M µ meaning that η = η µν M µ M ν is the Minkowski metric. We use relativistic units with c = 1, but keep G explicit. Then we define a Minkowski frame expressed in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates by
where the functions ρ and ρ 0 are given by
This gives the Minkowski metric in oblate spheroidal coordinates. They are related to Cartesian coordinates by
The explicit form of the Minkowski metric in these coordinates is
wherex µ = (t, r, θ, φ) denotes the spheroidal coordinates. The Kerr metric itself is
where
Note that the Minkowski frame M µ does not contain the mass 1 which appears only in the function h. In addition, the function h depends on only one of the coordinates, r. Taking the weak field limit G → 0 of the Kerr metric (5) obviously gives back Minkowski spacetime in oblate spheroidal coordinates. Carter's constant is given by [8] 
where the Hamiltonian H is related to the mass µ of the particle by
Using this relation and writing E = −p t , L z = p φ for the energy and azimuthal angular momentum, the constant can be rewritten as
In the limit of zero angular momentum of the source, a → 0, we have as is well-known
1 The parameter a has the interpretation of angular momentum per unit mass. Since the angular momentum itself scales linearly with the mass, a should be considered as a parameter which does not depend on the mass.
is the total angular momentum expressed in spherical coordinates. In order to extend this result, we make the crucial observation that Carter's constant as given in (9) does not contain the source mass M explicitly. It contains only the parameters L z , E and µ which refer to the particle. Therefore the expression in (9) must itself be a constant of the motion in flat space. At this point it is essential that oblate spheroidal coordinates are used in (9) . We can now reinterpret the expression for Q in (9) using flat space spheroidal coordinates by setting E = p t and µ 2 = −2H flat = −η µν p µ p ν whereη µν are the contravariant components of the metric (4). This gives
This expression must necessarily correspond to some combination of the flat space constants of the motion. To see which, we first try, guided by (10), to express L 2 x + L 2 y in oblate spheroidal coordinates. First, the total angular momentum is
In the limit a → 0, this reduces to (11) as it should. Subtracting L 2 z = p 2 φ changes only the second term and we obtain
The flat space version of Carter's constant in (12) has no cross terms in the momenta whereas the above expression for L 
Finally combining the expressions (12), (14) and (15) gives the amazingly simple result
This is our main result. The relation can be rewritten in a variety of ways. For example, the (flat space) total angular momentum is given by
This is obviously not a Kerr constant of the motion since p z is not. We also write down the flat space expressions for the positive definite Kerr constants
and
Note that S reduces to L 2 in the limit a → 0 and that S ≥ L 2 z . Therefore the constant of the motion S has some properties in common with a total angular momentum even though it contains a part depending on the linear momenta.
INTERPRETATION
In this section we make some comments on the new characterization of Carter's constant given above. We begin by focusing attention on the form (16). It is then clear that the equatorial projection of the angular momentum and the momentum in the z-direction have a tendency to follow each other. This can be regarded as natural from the physical point of view, since both quantities are related to motion off the equatorial plane.
Looking instead at the form (18) shows that the equatorially projected angular momentum has a tendency to oppose horizontal motion and vice versa. There is therefore a certain jet-like effect in that horizontal motion is disfavored unless it occurs in the equatorial plane itself. Based on the results discussed above, in particular equation (17), one may define a total (non-conserved) angular momentum for a particle in the Kerr geometry by
where p z is given by (15) and the momenta are defined with the Kerr metric factor h included,
Referring to (15), the explicit form of the Kerr p z momentum is therefore given by
It is clear that L 2 reduces to the conserved total angular momentum in both limits, a → 0 and G → 0. From its definition it is also evident that L 2 differs from the flat space angular momentum only by factors of h. We therefore expect that L 2 is approximately constant in the regionh ≪ 1 whereh = 1 − h = 2GM r/(r 2 + a 2 ). Since the horizon is defined by h = 0, this corresponds to the region well outside the horizon, r ≫ r h .
Glampedakis et al. [9] define a "spherical" total angular momentum bỹ
Although formally identical to the expression (11), it should be borne in mind that (22) is an expression in spheroidal coordinates, not spherical. Therefore, although the Glampedakis et al. angular momentum functioñ L 2 does reduce to the conserved angular momentum in the limit a → 0, it does not in the limit G → 0, for which the correct expression should be (13). We emphasize that the new form of Carter's constant may facilitate the interpretation of the fluxQ when dealing with the dynamics of EMRI systems.
